
Auditions and Evaluations
Theory Test Preparation

About the theory tests

These tests are offered as an opportunity to think about music theory. If a student does not 
know the answer to a question, they can simply leave it blank and ask their teacher about it at a 
future lesson.  Before taking the test, the participant and teacher should decide which test is 
best for them based on the descriptions below. Guidelines for years of study are intentionally 
vague and overlap. Teachers and their students may choose to skip a test or repeat a test the 
following A&E. Each year there will be variations to the tests. Tests are no longer than 4 pages.

All of the tests contain the following elements: notation, intervals, rhythm, vocabulary, scales/
chords/keys, form, basic harp info, and history. Below are examples of what you might find in 
the tests. 

Young Beginner Test (1-2 years of harp study)
This is for students who are new to reading and writing. The test should be read to the student.
There is overlap with this test and Test One.

notation
sharps and flats, treble and bass clef, p and f, crescendo and diminuendo, glissandi
note names (on your harp)
intervals
steps or skips, lines or spaces
rhythm
quarter, half, and whole notes and rests
vocabulary
forte and piano, rhythm, dynamics, meter, key
scales/chords/keys
know the musical alphabet up and down starting on A or C
form
find the melody
basic harp info
finger numbers, know the harp parts: column, neck, soundboard
how to be prepared for a lesson: short nails, bring music, ask questions, practice, etc.
history
knowing names/composers of pieces currently studying
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Test One  (1-3 years of harp study)

notation
treble and bass clef, pp, p, mp,mf, f, ff, crescendo, diminuendo, muffle, gliss, brackets for 
fingering, sharps, flats, LV, glissandi
intervals
know steps and skips, high and low
rhythm
quarter, half, whole, eighth notes and rests.
3/4 and 4/4
vocabulary
pianissimo, piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte, fortissimo, allegro, andante, diminuendo, 
crescendo
scales/chords/keys
musical alphabet, note names (on the staff)
form
phrases, finding the melody, repeat symbols
basic harp info
finger numbers, what strings are made of, identify neck,sound board, and column
history
name some harp pieces and composers, know your teacher’s teacher

Test Two (2-5 years of harp study)

notation
articulations:accent, tenuto, staccato, harmonic, pdlt, fermata, grace notes, 8va
fingering:draw connecting brackets and fingering in an easy excerpt
intervals
know interval numbers, half steps and whole steps
rhythm
dotted rhythms and tied notes, 3/4 4/4 6/8 2/4 , conductor patterns (simple)
vocabulary
largo, lento, adagio, andante, moderato, allegro, presto, più , rit, accel., triad, legato, accidentals
scales/chords/keys
half steps, whole steps, chromatic scale, C,F,G major, a, d, e minor, chord names (root position 
and inversions)
form
first and second endings, introduction, contrary or parallel motion
basic harp info
understanding of pedals and levers, basic harp care (tuning, temperature, humidity, dangers 
such as windows, heating vents, outdoors)
history
name some composers and harp music, know some harpist/composers, identifying 
characteristics of major eras/genres:baroque, classical, romantic, 20th century, jazz, popular
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Test Three (4-7 years)
notation
mark up a harp part: fingering, some pedal/lever markings including pedal diagrams (lever 
harpists may skip)
symbols: etouffée, stacatto, knocking, double sharps, double flats, nail, Coda, DC. DS., grace 
notes, muffle notations.
intervals
know interval number and also if it is Major, minor, or Perfect
rhythm
music math, triplets and duples
vocabulary
harfe arpa harpe meno, mosso, dolce, a tempo, enharmonic, rubato, mezzo, poco a poco, 
subito, a tempo, sforzando, GP, grave, lent, anime, tonic, dominant, subdominant, etude, modes
scales/chords/keys
roman numerals for chords, order of sharps and flats, all keys/relative minor, chord names and 
inversions, harmonic/melodic/natural minor
form
finding patterns in music-rhythmic and melodic, describing the form of a piece in the student’s 
current repertoire
basic harp info
buzz problem solving, octave numbers of the strings, harp moving/tuning
history
matching composers to eras/genres/characteristics: Bach, Handel, Mozart, Naderman, 
Hasselmans, Renié, Grandjany, Salzedo, Ellington, Gershwin, Debussy
Baroque, Classical, Romantic, 20th Century

Test Four (5+ years)
notation
mark a harp part: fingering, pedals, pedal diagrams, enharmonics
symbols: multi rests, repeat measure, trills, pedal slides
intervals
all intervals
rhythm
3 against 4 rhythm, common and cut time
vocabulary
sempre, pesante, morendo, intonation, assai, grazioso, con moto, marcato, tacet, poco a poco, 
cantabile, sforzando, più mosso, A-440, cadenza, allargando, modes 
scales/chords/keys
7th chords and inversions, diminished and augmented chords, pedal diagram for a C and D7 
chord (using enharmonics), pedal diagram for pentatonic scale
form
finding patterns, rondo form, sonata form, identifying theme, recapitulation, modulation,  
describing the form of a piece in current repertoire
basic harp info
cross strung, Paraguayan, single action, celtic, lever, and pedal harps
history
knowledge of a composer currently studying: era, location, harpist/non harpist, examples of 
pieces by the composer, other composers that are similar etc.


